Abstract. Given a seller with m amount of items, a sequence of users {u1, u2, ...} come one by one, the seller must set the unit price and assign some amount of items to each user on his/her arrival. Items can be sold fractionally. Each ui has his/her value function vi(·) such that vi(x) is the highest unit price ui is willing to pay for x items. The objective is to maximize the revenue by setting the price and amount of items for each user. In this paper, we have the following contributions: if the highest value h among all vi(x) is known in advance, we first show the lower bound of the competitive ratio is O(log h), then give an online algorithm with competitive ratio O(log h); if h is not known in advance, we give an online algorithm with competitive ratio O(h 3 log −1/2 h ).
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Fig. 1. Example of two value functions
For example, consider the two value functions shown in Figure 1 . u 1 is willing to buy any amount of items with unit price h/2. In another words, if the unit price of items is no more than h/2, u 1 wants to buy as much as possible. If the amount of assigned items is less than 3, the highest unit price u 2 is willing to pay is h; if the amount of assigned items is between 3 and 7, u 2 wants to pay at most 2h/3 for the unit price; if the amount of assigned items is more than 7, u 2 can afford at most h/6 for the unit price. Assuming that the seller assigns 4 items with unit price h/2 to u 1 and assigns 6 items with unit price 2h/3 to u 2 , the total revenue of the seller is 4 · h/2 + 6 · 2h/3 = 6h. In this case, u 1 and u 2 are both partially satisfied.
We consider the online version of the problem, i.e., before the i-th user come, the seller has no information of the j-th user for j ≥ i. To measure the performance of online algorithms, the competitive analysis is generally used, i.e., compare the outputs between the online algorithm and the optimal offline algorithm, which knows the whole information in advance. In the online pricing problem, the output is the total revenue returned from the algorithm. Given the seller has m amount of items and a user sequence σ, let A(m, σ) and O(m, σ) denote the total revenue of an online algorithm A and the optimal offline algorithm O, respectively. The competitive ratio of algorithm A is
O(m, σ) A(m, σ) .
Pricing for items has been well studied during these years. Given n items with unlimited supply, if users are unit-demanded or single-minded, Guruswami et al. [10] showed that a randomized pricing scheme can achieve the revenue within a logarithmic factor of the social welfare. Balcan et al. [3] considered the problem of pricing n items for some unknown users with complex preferences. In some pricing problem, items can be regarded as vertices in a hyper-graph. Each user is interested in some set of items (subgraph of the hyper-graph), and the value function is based on the combination of those items (vertices). The seller sets price for each item (vertices), if the total price of the interested set of a user is no more than his threshold, the user will buy the items in his interested set. Elbassioni et al. [7] and Grigoriev et al. [9] have studied the profit maximizing pricing in graphs. To maximize the seller's revenue, Balcan et al. [1] gave an O(k)-approximation algorithm for single-minded users who wants at most k items. Envy-free is an important property in computational economy, we say a pricing is envy-free if the utility of each user is maximized. Envy-free pricing has been studied in [2, 5, 6, 8, 11] . This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 consider the variant in which the highest value h of the value functions is known in advance, we first prove the lower bound of the competitive ratio for this variant is O(log h), then give a deterministic online algorithm whose competitive ratio matches this lower bound. In Section 3, without knowing h in advance, we give a deterministic online algorithm with competitive ratio O(h
h Is Known in Advance

Lower Bound
In this subsection, we show the lower bound of the competitive ratio is at least O(log h) for the online pricing problem.
Generally, the lower bound of the competitive ratio of an online problem is proved by measuring the performance against an adversary, who knows all information and adjusts the input sequence according to the decisions made by the online algorithms. For this problem, we analyze the pricing procedure step by step. In each step, the adversary decides whether or not sending a user with some fixed value function to the seller. If a user comes, the seller sets the unit price and assigns some amount of items to him. Comparing with the optimal offline pricing scheme, if the total revenue at any step below some threshold, the adversary stops sending users to the seller and the procedure terminates.
-step 1: the adversary sends u 1 to the seller, such that u 1 is willing to pay 2 0 = 1 for each item. If the seller assigns x 1 ≤ m/ log h items to u 1 , the adversary stops the procedure and no user comes. The revenue of the online algorithm is at most m/ log h , while the optimal strategy assigns all items to the first user with the total revenue m. Thus, in this case, the competitive ratio is at least log h . Otherwise, the seller assigns x 1 > m/ log h items to u 1 , then the adversary sends u 2 to the seller. -step 2: u 2 is willing to pay 2 1 = 2 for each item. If the seller assigns x 2 items to u 2 such that x 1 + x 2 ≤ 2m/ log h , since x 1 > m/ log h , we have x 2 < m/ log h . The adversary stops the arrival of the following users. The total revenue of the online algorithm is at most x 1 +2x 2 ≤ 3m/ log h , while the optimal strategy assigns all items to u 2 with the total revenue 2m. Thus, in this case, the competitive ratio is 2 log h /3.
Otherwise, the seller assigns x 2 amount of items to u 2 such that x 1 + x 2 > 2m/ log h . ... -step i: user i is willing to pay 2 i−1 for item. If the seller assigns x i items to u i such that i j=1 x j ≤ im/ log h , the adversary stops the arrival of the following users.
Fact 1. The total revenue is at most
Proof. From previous steps,
The optimal strategy assigns all items to u i with the total revenue 2 i−1 m. Thus, in this case, the competitive ratio is at least log h /2. Otherwise, the seller assigns x i items to u i such that
-step log h : user u log h is willing to pay 2 log h −1 to each item. Suppose the seller assigns x log h to u log h . Note that the amount of assigned items cannot larger than the total amount, i.e., log h j=1
Similar to step i, we can say that the competitive ratio in this case is also at least O( log h ).
From the above analysis, we have the following conclusion for the lower bound of the competitive ratio.
Theorem 1. The competitive ratio of the online pricing problem is at least O(log h).
Proof. Since log h j=1
x j cannot be larger than m, the procedure must be terminated at some step. From the above analysis, the competitive ratio is at least O(log h) if the adversary terminates the procedure at any step. Thus, this theorem is true.
Online Algorithm
In this subsection, we give an online algorithm for this problem and prove that the competitive ratio of our algorithm matches the lower bound O(log h) in Section 2.1.
Firstly, we consider a simple example, which give us some heuristic for handling the online pricing problem.
Suppose the seller has h items. When the first user comes with the value function v 1 (x) = 1 for any x. If the seller sets the unit price to be 1, and assigns all these h items to him, the revenue is h. Then the second user comes with the value function v 2 (x) = h for any x. There is no item left for the second user, and the total revenue is h. In this case, the optimal scheme assigns no item to the first user, assigns all items to the second user with unit price h. The maximal revenue is h 2 . However, if the seller doesn't assign any item to the first user, no user comes any more and the revenue is zero. In this case, the optimal scheme assigns h items with unit price 1 to the first user and get the revenue h.
The above example shows that the online strategy which set the price and the amount of assigned items to the extreme value is not good, the competitive ratio of such online strategies is at least h. From the above example, we have the following idea:
Heuristic: when setting the price to some lower value, the amount of assigned items must be bounded by some threshold.
In our online algorithm, we set the unit price for each user to the value of some power of 2, say 2 i . Associate m/( log h + 1) items to each price level 2 i . If all items in price level 2 i is assigned to some users, the seller may use the remaining quota from lower price levels to satisfy the user with unit price 2 i . When using the remaining quota from lower price levels, the order must be strictly decreasing, i.e., first try price level 2 i−1 , then 2 i−2 , ...
Fact 2. The unit price for any item in price level
The amount of items for price level 2 i is w i = m/( log h + 1). Since user with higher price level may use the quota from lower price levels, the maximal amount of items which can be assigned to level 2 log h is
The following algorithm describes how to set the unit price and the amount of items when a user comes. In the initial step, compute the maximal possible amount of items which can be used for each price level 2
i :
In the algorithm Pricing, the values of x i (0 ≤ i ≤ log h ) are updated step by step. At any step, x i is the current maximal amount of items which can be used for price level 2
i . Suppose at some step, we assign m i items with price 2 i , after that step, x i will be modified to x i − m i . If we modify x i , the values of x j (j < i) may be updated too. In Algorithm 2, the strategy for modifying available amount of items, we use the quota for higher price first, thus, the quota for lower price may be left. Note that the quota of items for lower price level can be also used for higher price levels. For example, the amount of available items for price levels are: x 0 = 1, x 1 = 6, x 2 = 8, x 3 = 20, and x 4 = 24. If we set m i = 10 items with price 2 4 to some user, the updated amount will be: x 0 = 1, x 1 = 6, x 2 = 8, x 3 = 14, and x 4 = 14. Set unit price to be pi = 2 k .
5:
Assign mi = min{x k , y k } items to user i.
6:
Modify Available Amount of Items. 7: else x k = 0 8:
Let k = arg max j>k yj · 2 j such that x k > 0 9: Set the unit price to be pi = 2 k . 10:
11:
Modify Available Amount of Items. 12: end if
Algorithm 2. Modify Available Amount of Items: (p i = 2
k and m i = min{x k , y k })
for j = + 1 to k do 6:
end for 8: end if
From the algorithm Pricing, we say that the price level 2 i is full if x i = 0. After handling the sequence of users by the algorithm Pricing, let k be the highest value such that x j = 0 for any j ≤ k, i.e., all price levels from 2 0 to 2 k are full but price levels 2 >k are not full, i.e., x j > 0 for any j ≥ k + 1. Let ALG be the total revenue of the algorithm Pricing, OPT be the optimal revenue of the optimal offline algorithm. Partition OPT into two parts: OPT1 and OPT2. OPT1 denotes the revenue for users with assigned price no more than 2 k by the optimal offline algorithm, OPT2 denotes the revenue for users with assigned price more than 2 k by the optimal offline algorithm.
Lemma 3. The ratio between OPT1 and ALG is at most O(log h).
Proof. The total amount of assigned items is at most m, thus, OPT1 is at most m · 2 k . Since the price levels from 2 0 to 2 k are all full, from Fact 2, the total revenue for users with price no more than 2 k is at least
Thus, this lemma is true.
Lemma 4. The ratio between OPT2 and ALG is at most O(log h).
Proof. We prove this lemma by considering the following two cases.
-User u i is assigned with unit price p > 2 k by the optimal offline algorithm and with unit price 2 p > 2 k by our algorithm Pricing. Let 2 ≤ p < 2 +1 . From the description of the algorithm Pricing, we have y p · 2 p ≥ y · 2 , where y p and y are the largest amounts of items user u i is willing to buy given unit price 2 p and 2 respectively. Since the price level 2 p is not full, that means y p items are all assigned to this user. Thus, the revenue of the algorithm Pricing on user u i is y p · 2 p . Since the highest unit price is non-increasing in the value function of any user, we know the largest amount of items u i is willing to buy given unit price p is at most y . Thus, the ratio between the revenues on u i by the optimal offline algorithm and our algorithm Pricing is at most 2.
-User u i is assigned with unit price p > 2 k by the optimal offline algorithm and with unit price 2 p ≤ 2 k by our algorithm Pricing. Let 2 ≤ p < 2 +1 . Suppose the optimal offline algorithm assigns m items to u i . Similar to the above analysis, we have m ≤ y , where y is the largest amount of items user u i is willing to buy given unit price 2 . Thus, the optimal revenue on u i is p · m ≤ 2 · 2 · y . From our algorithm, we know that y p · 2 p ≥ y · 2 . If all these y p items are assigned to u i , the revenue of our algorithm on user u i is no less than half of the optimal revenue on this user. Otherwise, algorithm Pricing assigns x p items to u i such that x p < y p . In this case, algorithm Pricing can only assign x p items to this user, after that, the price level 2 p is full. In price level 2 p , the amount of items is m/( log h + 1). Since
the ratio between the revenues on this user from the optimal offline algorithm and the total revenue in price level 2 p from algorithm Pricing is at most 2( log h + 1).
Fact 5. For each level 2
p ≤ 2 k , there is at most one user with assigned amount x p < y p by the online algorithm Pricing.
Proof. From Algorithm Pricing, when the seller sets the unit price 2 p , the remaining amount for this price level is strictly larger than 0. If x p < y p , the seller will assign all remaining amount of items, say x p , to this user, and then x p = 0. Thus, the seller will not assign items to some user with unit price 2 p .
From previous analysis, we know that each item in level 2 p ≤ 2 k is counted at most twice, one for the totally satisfied users and the other for the only one partially satisfied user at price level 2 p .
We may further partition OPT2 into two parts: OPT21 and OPT22. OPT21 is the revenue on those users who are totally satisfied by the algorithm Pricing. OPT22 is the revenue on those users who are partially satisfied by the algorithm Pricing. From above analysis, we know OP T 21 ≤ 2 · ALG and OP T 22 ≤ 2 · ALG · ( log h + 1).
Thus,
This lemma is true.
Combining the above two lemmas, we have the next result.
Theorem 2. The competitive ratio of the algorithm Pricing is O(log h).
h Is Not Known in Advance
In Section 2, we assume that the highest unit price among all value functions from all users is known in advance. However, in many realities, the information of a user will be revealed on his arrival. Let h i denote the highest unit price in the value function v i (·). That means user u i is willing to pay unit price h i if the amount of assigned items is less than some value. In this section, we consider the case in which h i can be only known to the seller on the arrival of u i . Since the seller does not know h = max i h i in advance. When the user with the highest unit price comes, if there is no item for this user, the performance of the seller's strategy may be not good. For example, in a sequence of some coming users, except the last one, all other users have the value functions with quite low unit price. If the seller assigns all items to these users, the last user with very high unit price can not be satisfied. If the total revenue in this case is O(1), the revenue of the strategy that assigns some items to the last user can be O(h). Thus, the performance ratio is achieving O(h).
Similar to Section 2.2, group the prices into levels according to their values:
2 , where j = 0, 1, .... Associate the item set S i to level
In our algorithm, when assigning items with unit price 2 i 2 , we will first use the items from S i . If all items in S i are used up, we will use items from lower level sets in decreasing order, first from S i−1 , then S i−2 , and so on. From the above algorithm, we say that the price level 2 Set unit price to be pi = 2 k 2 .
5:
6:
Modify Available Amount of Items (Algorithm 2). 7: else x k = 0 8:
Set the unit price to be pi = 2 k 2 .
10:
11:
Modify Available Amount of Items (Algorithm 2). 12: end if value such that x j = 0 for any j ≤ k, i.e., all price levels from 2 0 to 2 k 2 are full but price levels 2 >k 2 are not full, i.e., x j > 0 for any j ≥ k + 1.
Let ALG be the total revenue of the algorithm Pricing2, OPT be the optimal revenue of the optimal offline algorithm. Partition OPT into two parts: OPT1 and OPT2. OPT1 denotes the revenue for users with assigned price no more than 2 k 2 by the optimal offline algorithm, OPT2 denotes the revenue for users with assigned price more than 2 k 2 by the optimal offline algorithm. This lemma is true.
Lemma 7. The ratio between OPT1 and ALG is at most O(h
Lemma 8. The ratio between OPT2 and ALG is at most O(h 3 log
−1/2 h ).
-u i is assigned with unit price p > 2 This lemma is true.
Theorem 3. The competitive ratio of the algorithm Pricing2 is O(h 3 log
